The invention discloses a system for re-access of a wireless video conference terminal, including: a protection module configured to record relevant information of a conference in the event of terminal disconnection, log in to the video conference network according to the relevant information of the conference upon recovery of the network signal, and send a terminal reentering module the information for reentering the conference, wherein the relevant information of the conference contains a username and a password; and the terminal reentering module configured to determine that the terminal passes authentication according to the username as well as the information for reentering the conference and admit the terminal into the conference. The invention further discloses a method for re-access of a wireless video conference terminal. Adoption of the system and the method improves the user experience and facilitates the promotion of the wireless video conference.
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In the event of terminal disconnection, record the relevant information of the current conference.

Upon recovery of the network signal, log in to the video conference network once again according to the relevant information of the conference, and send the information for reentering the conference.

Determine that the terminal passes authentication according to the username in the relevant information of the conference and the information for reentering the conference and admit the terminal into the conference.
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR RE-ACCESS OF WIRELESS VIDEO CONFERENCE TERMINAL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to the field of video conference in particular to a system and a method for re-access of a wireless video conference terminal.

BACKGROUND

A video conference system consists of a conference control system and video conference terminals. In an immobile video conference system, the conference control system and the video conference terminals are networked via an Internet Protocol (IP). Each video conference terminal has a fixed IP address and is stably linked to a fixed local area network. A wireless video conference system is a brand-new form of video conference based on a wireless communication system and the immobile video conference system, and is an embodiment of the immobile video conference system in the wireless communication system, i.e., the wireless video conference system can effect all functions of the immobile video conference system and the video conference terminals can move freely.

A wireless video conference terminal, such as a mobile terminal, is networked with the conference control system via wireless communication and performs video conference connection and data exchange with the other wireless or wired terminals via the conference control system. However, the signal of the mobile terminal is unstable, and the possibility of disconnection seriously hinders the progress of the video conference and affects user experience.

SUMMARY

Therefore, the main purpose of the present disclosure is to provide a system and a method for re-access of a wireless video conference terminal, so as to improve the user experience and facilitate the promotion of the wireless video conference system.

In order to achieve this purpose, the technical solution of the present disclosure is implemented as follows:

The invention discloses a system for re-access of a wireless video conference terminal, including:

- a protection module configured to record relevant information of a conference in the event of terminal disconnection, log in to a video conference network according to the relevant information of the conference upon recovery of a network signal, and send a terminal reentering module the information for reentering the conference, wherein the relevant information of the conference contains a username and a password; and

- the terminal reentering module configured to determine that a terminal passes authentication according to the username as well as the information for reentering the conference and admit the terminal into the conference.

In the solution, the system may further include a main terminal module configured to send terminal disconnection information containing the relevant information of the conference to the protection module upon terminal disconnection, receive from the protection module a message for querying current network information, and send the current network signal to the protection module; accordingly, the protection module may be specifically configured to receive the terminal disconnection information, record the relevant information of the conference, start a built-in timer, send the message for querying the current network signal to the main terminal module, and reset the timer when there is no network signal or log in to the video conference network when there is a network signal.

In the solution, the system may further include a main processing module configured to receive a message for logging in to the video conference network and require the main terminal module to input the username and the password; accordingly, the protection module may be further configured to send the message for logging in to the video conference network, the username, and the password to the main terminal module; and the main terminal module may be further configured to receive the message for logging in to the video conference network, the username, and the password from the protection module, send the message for logging in to the video conference network to the main processing module, and input the username and the password into the main processing module.

In the solution, the protection module may be specifically configured to send the information for reentering the conference to the main processing module via the main terminal module, wherein the information for reentering the conference includes a conference identity (ID) and terminal status; the main processing module may be specifically configured to send the information for reentering the conference and the username to the terminal reentering module; and the terminal reentering module may be specifically configured to compare the conference ID with local stored IDs of conferences in progress, when the conference ID does not match with any one of the local stored IDs, send, via the main processing module and the main terminal module, the protection module a terminal reentering instruction indicating that the conference has ended, when the conference ID matches with one of the local preset usernames, send, via the main processing module and the main terminal module, the protection module the terminal reentering instruction indicating that the terminal enters the conference.

In the solution, the protection module may be specifically configured to receive the terminal reentering instruction, stop the timer, and send the terminal reentering instruction to the main terminal module; or to reset the timer, log in to the video conference network, and send the information for reentering the conference when the terminal reentering instruction is not received within a preset time period. Accordingly, the main terminal module may be further configured to send the received terminal reentering instruction to a User Interface (UI) module which then displays the received terminal reentering instruction to a user.

The invention further provides a method for re-access of a wireless video conference terminal, wherein the method includes:

- recording relevant information of a conference in the event of terminal disconnection, logging in to a video conference network according to the relevant information of the conference upon recovery of a network signal, and sending the information for reentering the conference to a conference control system, and the conference control system determining, according to a username and the information for reenter-
the conference, that a terminal passes authentication and admitting the terminal into the conference.

In the solution, the terminal may include a main terminal module and a protection module; and before the recording of the relevant information of the conference, the method may further include that the main terminal module activates the protection module and sends the terminal disconnection information to the protection module, wherein the terminal disconnection information may contain the relevant information of the conference, and the recording of the relevant information of the conference may specifically include that the protection module records the relevant information of the conference.

In the solution, the logging in to the video conference network according to the relevant information of the conference may include that the terminal sends the conference control system a message for logging in to the video conference network, receives from the conference control system a request for inputting the username and a password, and inputs the username and the password into the conference control system.

In the solution, determining, by the conference control system, according to the username and the information for reentering the conference, that the terminal passes authentication and admitting the terminal into the conference may include that the terminal sends the information for reentering the conference, including a conference ID, to the conference control system, and the conference control system compares the conference ID with local stored IDs of all conferences in progress, when the conference ID does not match with any one of the local stored IDs, sends the terminal a terminal reentering instruction indicating that the conference has ended, otherwise compares the username with local preset usernames empowered to enter the conference, when the username does not match with any of the local preset usernames, sends the terminal the terminal reentering instruction indicating that the terminal is not empowered, otherwise admits the terminal into the conference, and sends the terminal the terminal reentering instruction indicating that the terminal enters the conference.

In the solution, the method further include: after the main terminal module activates the protection module and sends the terminal disconnection information to the protection module, the protection module starts a built-in timer and sends a message for querying the network signal to the main terminal module; the protection module resets the timer and sends once more the message for querying the network signal to the main terminal module when there is no network signal, otherwise logs in to the video conference network and sends the information for reentering the conference; when the terminal reentering instruction is not received within a preset time period, the protection module resets the timer, logs in to the video conference network again, and sends the information for reentering the conference, otherwise stops the timer.

Therefore, with the system and the method of the invention, after terminal disconnection, a wireless video conference terminal in a video conference can automatically log in to the video conference network and reenter the conference upon recovery of the network signal, which improves the user experience and facilitates the promotion of the wireless video conference business.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows the buildup of a system effecting re-access of a wireless video conference terminal according to the invention; and

FIG. 2 is the flowchart of a method effecting re-access of a wireless video conference terminal according to the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The basic idea of the invention is to record the relevant information of the conference after terminal disconnection, log in to the video conference network according to the relevant information of the conference upon recovery of the network signal, and send the information for reentering the conference to the conference control system which then determines that the terminal passes authentication according to the username and the information for reentering the conference and admits the terminal into the conference.

Wherein the terminal is a wireless video conference terminal; the relevant information of the conference includes the conference ID, the current terminal status (including whether the terminal is in the video conference mode, whether the user is in speech mode or listening mode, whether speech is disabled, and the like) and the username and the password for the terminal to log in to the video conference network; and the information for reentering the conference includes the conference ID and the terminal status.

The invention is described in detail below with reference to drawings and specific embodiments. As shown in FIG. 1, the system for re-access of a wireless video conference according to the invention specifically includes:

- a protection module 101 configured to record the relevant information of the conference after terminal disconnection, determine recovery of the network signal, log in to the video conference network according to the relevant information of the conference, and send a terminal reentering module 102 the information for reentering the conference due to terminal disconnection; and
- the terminal reentering module 102, which is located at the conference control system, configured to determine that a terminal passes authentication according to the username and the received information for reentering the conference and admit the terminal into the conference.

The system further includes a main terminal module 103 and a main processing module 104, wherein

- the main terminal module 103 is configured to activate the protection module 101 after determination of the terminal disconnection, wherein the activation is to send the protection module 101 the terminal disconnection information including the relevant information of the conference; the determination of the terminal disconnection includes acquiring the current network status of the terminal from a communication module wherein if there is currently no network signal, the terminal is disconnected; and the main terminal module 103 can acquire the relevant information of the conference in real time;

the protection module 101 is specifically configured to receive the terminal disconnection information from the main terminal module 103, record the relevant information of the conference, start a built-in timer, send a message for querying the current network signal to the main terminal module 103 at a preset time period, if there is no network signal, reset the timer to restart timing, wherein the preset time period may be set by a manufacturer to be, for example, 5 s, and if there is a network signal, send the message for logging in to the video conference network, the username, and the password to the main terminal module 103;

the main terminal module 103 is further configured to receive the message for querying the current network signal from the protection module 101, send the current network
signal for the terminal to the protection module 101, receive the message for logging in to the video conference network, the username, and the password from the protection module 101, send the message for logging in to the video conference network to the main processing module 104, receive the request for inputting the username and the password from the main processing module 104, and input the username and the password; and

the main processing module 104 is configured to receive the message for logging in to the video conference network from the main terminal module 103, require the main terminal module 103 to input the username and the password, receive the username and the password, and allow the terminal to log in to the video conference network.

The protection module 101 is configured to send the information for reentering the conference to the main processing module 104 via the main terminal module 103 after the main processing module 104 allows the terminal to log in to the video conference network;

the main processing module 104 is configured to receive the information for reentering the conference, acquire the terminal status for subsequent processing, and send the username and the information for reentering the conference to the terminal reentering module 102; and

the terminal reentering module 102 is specifically configured to judge the conference that the terminal is about to enter exists or not, including comparing the conference ID in the information for reentering the conference with all the IDs of the conferences in progress stored in the module: when the conference ID does not match with any of the local stored IDs, then the conference does not exist, and the terminal reentering module 102 sends, via the main processing module 104 and the main terminal module 103, the protection module 101 the terminal reentering instruction indicating the information that the conference has ended; when the conference ID matches with one of the local stored IDs, then the conference is still in progress, and the terminal reentering module 102 continues to judge whether the terminal is empowered to enter the conference, including comparing the username sent by the main processing module 104 with the preset usernames empowered to enter the conference. When the username does not match with any of the local preset usernames, the terminal is not empowered to enter the conference, and the terminal reentering module 102 sends, via the main processing module 104 and the main terminal module 103, the protection module 101 the terminal reentering instruction indicating the message that the terminal is not empowered to enter the conference. If the terminal is empowered to enter the conference, the terminal reentering module 102 admits the terminal into the video conference network, i.e., the terminal may attend the conference and the user of the terminal is allowed to speak or perform other operations; and the terminal reentering module 102 sends, via the main processing module 104 and the main terminal module 103, the protection module 101 the terminal reentering instruction indicating the message that the terminal enters the conference, and notify the other conference participants of the entering of the terminal.

The protection module 101 is specifically configured to receive the terminal reentering instruction, stop the timer, send the terminal reentering instruction to the main terminal module 103; if the terminal reentering instruction is not received within the preset time period, reset the timer, send the message, the username and the password for logging in to the video conference network to the main terminal module 103, and send via the main terminal module 103 the information for reentering the conference terminal disconnection.

Accordingly, the main terminal module 103 is configured to receive the terminal reentering instruction and send it to a UI module; and

the UI module is configured to display the corresponding terminal reentering instruction to the user.

The invention further provides a method for re-access of a wireless video conference terminal, as shown in FIG. 2, with the following specific steps:

Step 201: In the event of terminal disconnection, the relevant information of the current conference is recorded, wherein

in the event of terminal disconnection, the main terminal module of the terminal activates the protection module, wherein the activation includes to send the protection module the terminal disconnection information containing the relevant information of the current conference which includes the current conference ID, the current terminal status, the username, the password, and the like; the protection module records the relevant information of the current conference and sends the main terminal module the message that the terminal is disconnected due to a network issue, which message is sent by the main terminal module to the UI module which displays the message to the user.

Step 202: Upon recovery of the network signal, log in to the video conference network once again according to the relevant information of the conference, and send the information for reentering the conference, wherein

the protection module receives the terminal disconnection information from the main terminal module, starts a built-in timer, and sends the main terminal module the information for acquiring the current network signal, i.e., the current network status, wherein the preset time period of the timer can be set automatically to, for example, 5 seconds; The main terminal module acquires the current network status of the terminal from a communication module and sends the current network status to the protection module; If there is no network signal, and the preset time period of the timer expires, the protection module resets the timer to restart timing and sends once again the information for acquiring the current network status to the main terminal module; and if there is a network signal, sends the message for logging in to the video conference network, the username, and the password to the main terminal module which sends said message to the main processing module which asks for the username and the password; The main terminal module sends the username and the password to the main processing module, the terminal logs in to the video conference network, and the protection module sends the main terminal module the information for reentering the conference due to terminal disconnection, wherein the information for reentering the conference includes the conference ID and the terminal status.

Step 203: Determine that the terminal passes authentication according to the information for reentering the conference and the username in the relevant information of the conference and admit the terminal into the conference.

The main terminal module sends the information for reentering the conference to the main processing module, which acquires the terminal status for subsequent processing and synchronously sends the information for reentering the conference and the username to the terminal reentering module which determines that the terminal passes authentication. The authentication specifically include comparing the conference ID in the information for reentering the conference with all the IDs of the conferences in progress stored in the terminal reentering module itself; when the conference ID does not match with any one of the local stored IDs, which means that the conference the terminal is about to enter does not exist,
sending the terminal reentering instruction to the main processing module, which sends it to the protection module via the main terminal module, wherein the terminal reentering instruction includes the information that the conference has ended; when the conference ID matches with one of the local stored IDs, which means the conference does exist, comparing next the username of the terminal with the usernames preset in the terminal reentering module and empowered to enter the conference, when the username does not match with any of the local preset usernames, which indicates that the terminal is not empowered to enter the conference, sending the terminal reentering instruction to the main processing module which sends it to the protection module via the main terminal module, wherein the terminal reentering instruction includes the message that the terminal is not empowered to enter the conference; when the username matches with one of the protection module names, admitting the terminal into the conference, allowing the user to speak or perform other operations, sending the terminal reentering instruction to the main processing module which sends it to the protection module via the main terminal module, and notifying the other conference participants of the entering of a terminal, wherein the terminal reentering instruction includes the information that the terminal enters the conference.

The protection module receives the terminal reentering instruction, stops the timer, and sends the terminal reentering instruction to the main terminal module which sends the terminal reentering instruction to the UI module which displays to the user the corresponding terminal reentering instruction which includes that the conference does not exist, the terminal is not empowered to enter the conference, or the terminal enters the conference. If the protection module does not receive the terminal reentering instruction within the preset time period of the timer, which indicates that the system side does not receive the message from the terminal possibly due to network or other reasons, the protection module resets the timer and sends the main terminal module the message for logging in to the video conference network and the information for reentering the conference.

What described above are only the preferred embodiments of the invention, and are not meant to limit the scope of protection of the invention. Any modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements, and the like within the spirit and principles of the invention shall fall within the scope of protection of the invention.

The invention claimed is:

1. A system for re-access of a wireless video conference terminal, comprising:
   a protection module configured to record relevant information of a conference in the event of terminal disconnection, log in to a video conference network according to the relevant information of the conference upon recovery of a network signal, and send a terminal reentering module the information for reentering the conference, wherein the relevant information of the conference contains a username and a password; and the terminal reentering module configured to determine that a terminal passes authentication according to the username as well as the information for reentering the conference and admit the terminal into the conference.

2. The system according to claim 1, further comprising:
   a main terminal module configured to send terminal disconnection information containing the relevant information of the conference to the protection module upon terminal disconnection, receive from the protection module a message for querying a is current network signal and send the current network signal to the protection module; and accordingly, the protection module is specifically configured to: receive the terminal disconnection information, record the relevant information of the conference, start a built-in timer, send the message for querying the current network signal to the main terminal module, and reset the timer when there is no network signal or log in to the video conference network when there is a network signal.

3. The system according to claim 2, further comprising:
   a main processing module configured to receive a message for logging in to the video conference network and require the main terminal module to input the username and the password;
   accordingly, the protection module is further configured to send the message for logging in to the video conference network, the username, and the password to the main terminal module; and
   the main terminal module is further configured to receive the message for logging in to the video conference network, the username, and the password from the protection module, send the message for logging in to the video conference network to the main processing module, and input the username and the password into the main processing module.

4. The system according to claim 3, wherein
   the protection module is specifically configured to send the information for reentering the conference to the main processing module via the main terminal module, wherein the information for reentering the conference comprises a conference ID (ID), and terminal status;
   the main processing module is specifically configured to compare the conference ID with local stored IDs of conferences in progress, when the conference ID does not match with any of the local stored IDs, send, via the main processing module and the main terminal module, the protection module a terminal reentering instruction indicating that the conference has ended, when the conference ID matches with one of the local stored IDs, compare the username with local preset usernames empowered to enter the conference, when the username does not match with any of the local preset usernames, send, via the main processing module and the main terminal module, the protection module the terminal reentering instruction indicating that the terminal enters the conference.

5. The system according to claim 4, wherein
   the protection module is specifically configured to receive the terminal reentering instruction, stop the timer, and send the terminal reentering instruction to the main terminal module; or to reset the timer, log in to the video conference network and send the information for reentering the conference when the terminal reentering instruction is not received within a preset time period; and
accordingly, the main terminal module is further configured to send the received terminal reentering instruction to a User Interface (UI) module which then displays the received terminal reentering instruction to a user.

6. A method for re-access of a wireless video conference terminal, comprising:
   recording relevant information of a conference in the event of terminal disconnection, logging in to a video conference network according to the relevant information of the conference upon recovery of a network signal, and sending the information for reentering the conference to a conference control system, and determining, by the conference control system, according to a username and the information for reentering the conference, that a terminal passes authentication and admitting the terminal into the conference.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the terminal comprises a main terminal module and a protection module; the method further comprising:
   before the recording of the relevant information of the conference, activating, by the main terminal module, the protection module and sending terminal disconnection information to the protection module, wherein the terminal disconnection information contains the relevant information of the conference; and recording the relevant information of the conference specifically comprising: recording, by the protection module, the relevant information of the conference.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein logging in to the video conference network according to the relevant information of the conference comprises:
   sending, by the terminal, the conference control system a message for logging in to the video conference network, receiving from the conference control system a request for inputting the username and a password, and inputting the username and the password into the conference control system.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein determining, by the conference control system, according to the username and the information for reentering the conference, that the terminal passes authentication and admitting the terminal into the conference comprises:
   sending, by the terminal, the information for reentering the conference, comprising a conference ID, to the conference control system, and comparing, by the conference control system, the conference ID with local stored IDs of all conferences in progress, when the conference ID does not match with any one of the local stored IDs, sending the terminal a terminal reentering instruction indicating that the conference has ended, otherwise comparing the username with local preset usernames empowered to enter the conference, when the username does not match with any of the local preset usernames, sending the terminal the terminal reentering instruction indicating that the terminal is not empowered, otherwise admitting the terminal into the conference, and sending the terminal the terminal reentering instruction indicating that the terminal enters the conference.

10. The method according to claim 9, further comprising:
   after the main terminal module activates the protection module and sends the terminal disconnection information to the protection module, starting, by the protection module, a built-in timer and sending a message for querying the network signal to the main terminal module; resetting, by the protection module, the timer and sending once more the message for querying the network signal to the main terminal module when there is no network signal; otherwise logging in to the video conference network and sending the information for reentering the conference;
   when the terminal reentering instruction is not received within a preset time period, resetting, by the protection module, the timer, logging in to the video conference network again, and sending the information for reentering the conference; otherwise stopping the timer.